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1. Introduction 
1 .I. In this paper we discuss the conditions under which a normal subgroup of a 
duality group (cf. [3]) is again a duality group. Then the corresponding homologi- 
cal methods are applied to get new purely group theoretic results. 
1.2. Recall that a group G is termed a duality group of dimension 12 if there is a 
G-module C and an element c” f H,* (G; C) such that the cap-product mappings 
(e n -): Hk(C;A) + R . ,*_ !-_ (G; C @ A) are isomorphisms for all k and all G-modules 
A. Such groups have been investigated in [3]. In particular it was shown that the 
class of all duality groups is closed with respect to group extensions. Conversely, if 
N++ G + Q is a group extension with G a duality group, then it is clear that neither 
N nor Q need be a duality group since such groups are necessarily of type (FP) (see 
Section 2). However, we prove as the first main result of this paper. 
Theorem A. Let N - G -n Q be a short exact sequence of groups, with N of type (FP) 
and Q of finite cohomology dimension. lf G is a duality group then so ate N and Q. 
This result was already known in a very special situation: Johnson-Wall [lo] 
pointed out that a recent result of Quinn on fibrations of CW-complexes implies the 
assertion of Theorem A for finitely presented Poincare duality groups. Our approaih 
is different and purely algebraic. 
1.3. In low dimensioIis Theorem A (or rather the method used to prove it) has a 
stro,lg purely group theoretic flavour. In fact, TV- dimension I it provides a f‘ancy 
homological proof of the well known theorem that finitely generated non-trivial 
normal subgroups in free groups are of finite index. The point is that this carries 
over to a simil;ir result on groups of cohomology dimension 2. 
* Prcscnt sddrcss: Mathcnutisch~s lnstitut dcr Univcrsikit. 78 1;leibt.q in1 Breisgrtu. Germany. 
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Theorem B. Let G be a finite@ generated group of cohomology dimension < 2 and 
let N be a normal subgroup in C. If N is jkitely presented then N is either free or of 
finite index in G. 
Among the groups of cohomology dimension 2< 2 are all torsion-free groups with 
a single defining relation and all fundamental groups of non-closed aspherical 
3-manifolds. In both instances the above result seems to be new, although, for 
3manifold groups, it overlap?, with the result of Hempel-Jaco [9]. However, one 
should emphasize that even tire class of all finitely presented groups of cohormology 
dimension < 2 is much larger, due to the fact that it is closed with respect to the 
operations of taking finitely presented subgroups and of forming finite free products 
with finitely generated free Lmalgamations. 
Simple counter-example!; show that Theorem B fails to be true when the assump- 
tion “‘N is finitely presented” is replaced by “N is finitely generated”. In contrast to 
this Scott [ i6] has recently shown that finitely generated subgroups of 3-manifold 
groups are finitely presented, and it is conceivable that the same holds for all one- 
relator groups. 
As an illustration, notice that Theorem B applies, in particular, if G is the group 
of a knot. In this case one has C/ [G, G] * 2 and using Scott’s result we get the well- 
known theorem that the commutator subgroup, when finitely generated, is free 
[14, Theorem 4.5.1]. 
1.4. Our second application establishes aconjecture of Gruenberg [8] on the centre 
c(G) of a group G of finite cohomological dimension. 
Thearem C. For every non-Abe&m group G of finite cohomology dimension, 
cd c(G) C cd G. 
This result has been known in two special cases: it was obtained by Swan 
18, p. 1561 for finitely presented groups of cohomology dimension < 2, and 54’ 
Karrass-Pietrowski-Solitas [ 111 and Mahimovski [ 131 for subgroups of to:s++ 
free one-relator groups. 
For the case cd c(G) = cd G - 1 we obtain a structure theorem, provided G is of 
type (FP) and c(G) is finitely generated: every suclz group is a treed HNN-group 
over a finite tree with edges and vertices = 5 (G); G is locally indicable and [G, G] 
is free. This result applies for all finitely presented groups of cohomology dimen- 
sion 2 with nontrivial centre and thus generalizes Pietrowski’s result on (torsion- 
free) one-relator groups [ 151” Finally, this last result holds in greater generality. In 
particular we prove the following structure theorem (for more precise results cf. 
Corollary 6.4). 
Theorem D. Let G be a jkite.) presented group of cohomology dimension < 2 with 
a non-trivial finitely generaied jree normal subgroup. Then G is a L:*+. 7 d I-INN-group 
over a finite tree with free vertices. 
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1.5. In Section 2 we collect a few preliminary homological results. Section 3 is dedi- 
cated to the proof of Theorem A. In Section 4 we construct counter-examples 
which show that the assumption that N be of type (FP) is essential in Theorern A. 
In particular, it cannot be replaced by conditions such as N be finitely generated or 
Iv be finitely presented. These counter-examples provide finitely presented groups 
A,, B, (n 2 2) which might be interesting in their own right: both A, and B,l 
admit projective resolutions e + Z which are finitely generated in dimensions < n; 
but there is no projective resolution which is jmitely generated in dimension n + 1 
(nor, in the case of B,,, in dimension n + 2). A2 is Stalling’s group [ 181. Section 5 
contains the proof of Theorem B and related results, and the proof of Theorem C 
is to be found in Section 6. 
I should like to thank Professor B. Eckmann ft,: his most detailed and valuable 
criticism and in particular, for suggesting a smooth presentation of Section 3, and 
Professor .I. Moore for his advice and for many helpful conversations related to this 
paper. 
2. Preliminaries 
Here we recall and extend some homological results of [ 1 ] and [3] which we 
need for the proof of our main results. 
2.1. Throughout the paper R will denote a commutative ring with unit. Let G be a 
group and let A and K be left RG-modules, and let K” = Hom&K, RG) denote the 
dual of K. K” is a right RG-module, and one has a natural homomorphism 
(24 rp: K*Q~ A -+ Horn&K, A), 
giVerbycp(f~a)(k)=f(k)Q,fEK*,QEA,kEk’. 
Lemma 2.1. a) If A is projective then ‘p is a monomorphism. 
b) ?fA is projective and K is finitely generated then cp is arz isomovphism. 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is straight forward. Replacing the module K in (2.1) by 
a projective resolution of the trivial RG-module R yields induced homomorphisms 
(2.2) q;: H’(G; RG)B~~ A -+If’(G; A) 
for every RG-module A and all integers i. 
Lemma 2.2. If G admits an RG-projective resolution p --)) R with Pk finite& gener- 
ated for all k < i (i E ,Z), then the map q f of’(2.2) is QM isomorphism jar all projec- 
tive modules A. 
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Proof. Let K be the image Of pi in pi_ 1. Naturality of 9 yields the commutative 
diagram with exact rows 
pi*- 1 @)RG A ------+K*cs A- RG HI’(G; RG)@RG A -+ 0 
9 I 9 I I Pi 
Horn&Pi- 1, A ) -- HOlllR&, A) - H”(G;A) w .O. 
By Lemma 2.1 (bj the maps 4 are isomorphisms, hence so is (of by the S-Lemma. 
2.2. Let G be a normal subgroup in a group E. Putting A = RE in (2.2) yields homo- 
morphisms Hi(G; RG) @RG t.‘E + Hi(G; RE). By [ 1, Proposition 1.51 these are com- 
patible with the diagonal E- nodule structure. Thus Lemma 2.2 yields 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a notmal subgroup in a group E. If there is an RG-projective 
resolution P + R with Pk jinitely generated jior all k < i (i E Z), then one has an 
R (E/ G)-isonzovphisnt 
. . 
HZ (G; RE) % H’(G; RG), @R R (B/G) , 
where the subscript 0 dcnotcey the underlying R-module. 
2.3. if G is a group then cd, G will denote its cohomology dimension, hdR G its 
homology dimension over the ring R. Proposition 2.4 below contains relations be- 
tween cd, and hd, Recall that G is called of type (FP) if there is an RG-projective 
resolution f --u R which is finitely generated in each dimension. 
Proposition 2.4. (i) hd,G < cd,G jbr any group G; 
(ii) if G is countable then cd,G < hd, G + 1; -- 
(iii) VG is of type (FP) then cd,G = hd,G. 
Proof. Projective modules are flat, whence (i). As to (ii), consider the bar-resolution 
B,(G) --), R and assume hd,G = rz. Since G is countable the modules Bn are free of 
countable rank, thus K = ker(Bn_l + B,l _2) is a countably presented flat RG-module 
hence, by the result of Jensen (cf. [ 12, Theoreme 3.2]), admits a projective resolution 
of length < 1. This implies (ii), and it implies (iii) if cdRG = 00. For the remaining 
case see f3, Corollary 4.31, and its generalization over R in [ 11. 
Remark. See Proposition 4.3 (b) for finitely presented groups G with cd@ = hdG + 1. 
2.4. The next result computes cd, and hdR in certain group extensions. Recall that 
G is termed of type (FP) over R if it is of type (FP) over R and cdRG is finite. 
Proposition 2.5 (Fel’dman [ 71). Let K be a field and let N w G * Q be a short exact 
sequence ofgroups with N oj' type (FP) over K. Therz the following statements hold: 
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(i) ifcdKQ < 00 then cd& = cd,N + cd& 
(ii) if hdKQ < 00 then hdKG = hdKN + hd,Q. 
Proof. (ij Let 4 = cdKQ, n = cdKN. There is certainly an induced module of the 
form L BK KQ, L a K-vector space, with Hq(Q; k, @K KQ) # 0. The cohomology 
Lyndon spectral sequence for N w G ++ Q yields cdKQ < IZ + 9 and an isomorphism 
Hn+q(G; L@K KG) s HS(Q; Hn(N; LQ~ KG)). By [ 1, Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 
1.61 (or simply by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 above), H*(N; L CS~ KG) 2 
H”(N; KN’)O~K L aK KQ as KQ-modules and since K is a field the latter contains 
LCSJ~ KQ as a direct summand. It follows Hn+q(G; L aK KG) # 0, whence (i). 
(ii) is precisely the dual: Let q = hd,Q, n = hd,N = cd,N and choose a coin- 
duced module HomK(KQ, L) with HJQ; HomK(KQ, L)) # 0. Now the homology 
Lyndon spectral sequence yields hd,G < IZ + q and an isomorphism 
H,,q(G; HomK(KG, L)) z Hq(Q; HJN; HomK(KG, L)). By [ 1, Theorem 2.5 and 
Corollary 1.61 H,&N; HomK(KG, L)) z HomKN(Hjl(N; KN), HomK(KG, L)) 2 
Homli(Hn(N; K/V), @‘K KQ, L) ;1s KQ-modules. Again we find HomK(KQ, L j as a 
direct summand, whence H,,+JG; HomK(KG, L)) # 0. 
Remark. I do not know whether Proposition 2.5 holds over aa arbitrary c80mmuta- 
tive ring R with unit, in general, but this is true if either cdRN = 1 or Q is finitely 
generated with cdR Q = 1. In fact, since we know that H1 (S; RS) is R-free for every 
finitely generated group S (cf. [23, Corollary 3.7]), the above proof still applies in 
the first case; in the second case it applies with the following modifications: a) 
choose L = fP(N; RN), , b) instead of looking for a direct summand apply duality 
ofQ. 
2.5. We conclude Section 2 with two minor applications. The first one we will need 
in the proof of Theorem B, while the second one is a generalization of a result from 
the paper of Karrass-Pietrowski-Solitar [ 111. 
Corollary 2.6. Let N be a normal subgroup in a group G and let N be of type (FP) 
over R. 11’ hd,N = hdR G then GIN is periodic (i.e., contains no elements of infinite 
order). 
Proof. If x is of infinite order in G/N then, by Proposition 2.5 (with remark) the sub- 
group generated by x and N has homology dimension hd,N + 1, hence hd,G > hd,N. 
Corollary 2.7. Let G be a torsion-free group of cohomology dimension 2 o:!fer R. Jf 
the subgroup H ten tratizes an element x E G and H n (x > = 1, then H is free. 
Proof. The subgroup generated by Hand x is isomorphic. to H X Z and of cohomolo- 
gy dimension < 2 over R. Using Proposition 2.5 (with remark) we conclude 
cdRH < I, whence H is free by the result of Stallings-Swan [23]. 
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3. The proof of Theorem A 
3.1, The definition of a duality group as given in the introduction generalizes readily 
over an arbitrary commutative ring R with unit. Now, it was recently proved by 
Strebel [22] that duality groups over R are necessarily of type (FP) over R .* This 
together with [3, Theorem 4.53 yields the following simple criterion: 
Proposition 3.1. The following conditions are necessary and sufficient for a group C 
to be a duality group of dimension  over R : 
(i) 6; is of type (FP) over R , 
(ii) Hk(G; RG) = 0 for k # I,‘, 
(iii) Hn(G; RC) is jlat as an R-module. 
Proposition 3.1 will be used without further eference. 
3.2, Our aim is to prove the f&owing slightly more general version of Theorem A: 
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a p.i.d. (= principle ideal domain) and let N * G + Q be a 
short exact sequence of groups such that N is of type (FF) over R and cdR Q is 
finite. Then if G is a duality group over R, so are N and Q. 
First we remark that under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 the sequence 
N 2-+ G * Q is actually a short exact sequence of groups of type (FP) over R. 
Indeed, duality of G implies finite cohomology dimension of N for G on one hand, 
hence N is of type (FP); on the other hand it implies that G is of type (FP), hence 
so is Q by the following general fact: 
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a commutative ring with unit and let N w G + Q be a 
sho,rt exact sequence of groups with N of type (Fp) over R. Then G is of fy13. @F) 
over R if and only if Q is. 
Proof. We use the criterion [4, Proposition 3.21 for type (FP). Let IIRG be an arbi- 
trary direct product of copies of RG, and consider the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence I+(Q; Hs(N; IIRG)) * H,+,(G; IIRG). Since N is of type (FP) 
H,(N; IIRG) = 0 for s 3 0 and Ho(N; IIRG) s IIRQ as RQ-module. This implies 
H,(Q; IIRQ) z Hr(G; iIRG) for all r, whence the assertion. 
3.3. Next we prove Theorem 3.2 under the additional assumption that R be a field. 
Proof (of Theorem 3.2, assuming R = K is a field). Let cdKQ = q and cd,N = n; 
then, by Proposition 2.5, cd,C = q + n. We consider the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence 
” The same rc~lt was indcpcndantly ootained by K.S. Brown. Comment. Math. ffelv. 50 
(1975) 129- 135. 
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E’J = H’(Q; Hs(N; RC)) * Hr+S(C; RG). 
By Lemma 2.3, W(N; KG) s Hs(N; KIV), QPK Q as KQ-modules. Since K is a field 
the latter isKQ-free, hence it follows by Lemma 2.2 
Ergs = H’(Q; KQ)B~ HS(N; KN) . 
As N and Q are of type (FP) one has Hq(Q; KQ) # 0 and Hn(N;KN) # 0. Let r0 
and so be the smallest integers with H’o(Q; KQ) # 0 and H’O(N; K..) # 0 respective- 
ly. Then r. 6~ and so < n; but a “corner argument” in the spectral sequence yields 
ErOysO s H”O+SO(G; KG) # 0, whence r. + so = cd,G = 4 + n. This implies r. = 4 
and so = n. By Proposition 3.1 we conclude that N and Q are duality groups over K, 
its asserted. 
3.4. Throughout the remainder of Section 3 R will be a p.i.d.. Ri will denote either 
its field of fractions if i = 0, or the prime field R, = R/pR it’ i = p is a prime element 
of R. If A is an R-module we use the notation ,A for the submodule of all p-torsion 
elements (p E R a prime) and t(A) for the submodule of all torsion elements in A. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be agroup and A an RG-module. /SHk-I(G; AfpA) = 
Hk(G; PA) = 0, for some k E Z and 0 # p E R, then the R-module Hk(G; A) con- 
tains no elements of order p. 
Proof. The short exact sequences of RG-modules pA P-+ A + p,4 and 
pA *A + A/pA give rise to exact sequences 
Hk(G; PA) --Hk(G;A) 5 Hk(G;pA) , 
Kk- ‘(G; A/PA) - Hk(G;pA) ’ b Hk(G; A) . 
One concludes that the composite map p l a, which is multiplication by p, is a 
monomorphism. 
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a group of type (pp) over R. For all RG-modules A and all 
k e Z one then has: Hk(G; A @R Ro) = 0 if and on& if’Hk(G; A) is a torsion 
module over R. 
hoof. First we prove that Hk(G; T) is an R-torsion module for all k and all 
R-torsion modules r. For this write T as the direct limit of its finitely generated 
RG-submodules T = l$ ‘rf. These are bounded (i.e., there a;e nontrivial elements 
cf E R with cf T = 0) hence so are the R-modules Hk(G; Tf). Since G is of type (EF) 
the functor Hk(G; -) commutes with direct limits, whence Hk(G; T) is an R-torsion 
module. 
Now consider the short exact sequences of RG-modules t(A) * A --++ A/t(A) and 
A/t(A) H ABR Ro + ABR (Ro/ P’ -). a?nese give rise to the exact sequences 
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Hk(G;t(A))+Hk(G;A)+Hk(G;A/t(A))+Hk+’(G;t(A)) 
(3.1) 
IEk_1(G;A@R (R,/R))+Hk(G;A/t(A))+Hk(G;A@RR,)+Hk(G;A@~ (R,IR)). 
Since t(A) and A@R (R,/R) are R-torsion modules (3.1) yields the assertion. 
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a group of type (FP) over R with n = cdRG > cd,,G. Then 
there is a prime element p E R such that Hnel(G; R,G) # 0 and Hn(G; R,G) f 0. 
Proof. By assumption one has An RG-projective resolution 0 + F,, + Pn_ 1 -+ a** + R 
with P, finitely generated. m IS Hn(G; RG) = coker(HomRG(Rn_ I, RG) -+ 
&mR(#n) RG)) is finitely g:ilerated as an RG-module. By Lemma 3 5, iz >* cdROG 
implies that Hn(G; RG) is an R-torsion module; hence Hn(G; RG) is bounded as an 
R-module, i.e., I = (c E R 1 clfn(G; RG) = 0) f 0. 
I is an ideal in R hence generated by one element co; and since Hn(G; RG) # 0 
there is at least one prime element p E R dividing co. Now, the short exact sequence 
RG &+ RG * R,G gives rise to the exact sequence 
l ** + Hn- ‘(G; R,G) + Hn(G; RG) 5 Hn(G; RG) + Hn(G; R,G) -+ l *. 
p, is multiplication by p; but since p divides co this is neither a monomorphism nor 
an epimorphism, whence the result. 
Theorem 3.7. Let G be a group of type (@) over R. Then G is a duality group of 
dimension n over R if and only if G is a duality group of dimension  over all fields 
Ri (i = 0 or a prime element in R). 
Proof. Let G be a duality group of dimension n over all fields Ri. Thus CdRiG < n. 
Let A be an arbitrary RG-module. Since pA and A/pA are R G-modules it follows 
by Lemma 3.4 that Hn+2(G; A) is torsion-free hence Hn+2 G; A) = 0 by Lemma Q 
3.5, i.e. cdRG < n + 1. Thus G is of type (FP) over R. Next we claim that cdR G is 
actually < iz. Indeed, if cdRG were = n + 1 then, by Lemma 3.6 one could find a 
prime element p E R with Hn(G; R,G) # 0 and Hn+l (6; RpG) #: 0, contradicting 
the assumption that G be a duality group over all fields Ri. Finally notice that by 
duality over Ri, Hk(G; RiG) = 0 for k # 0 and all fields Ri. By Lemma 3.4 and 3.5 
this implies that Hk(G; RG) = 0 for k = O,l, ..‘, II- 1 and that Hn(G, RG) is torsion- 
free over R. By Proposition 3.1 this establishes Theorem 3.2 in one direction; the 
converse implication is trivial . 
3.5. We are now in a position to conclude the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Proof (of Theorem 3.2). Groups of type (FP) over R are of type (FP) over all fields 
R,, and duality groups over R are duality groups of the same dimension over all 
fields Ri. Thus Theorem 3.2, which is already proved over a field R = K, implies 
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that N and Q are duality groups over all fields Ri. We claim that cdRpQ = CdReQ 
and cdRpN = cdR,N for all prime elements p. To see this notice first that one has 
ahayS cdRpQ < cdRQ, CdR,N < cd,N. Moreover, in the present situation, 
cdRQ = cdR,,Q and cdRN = cd&V, for otherwise the conclusion of Lemma 3.6 
would contradict duality over all fields R,. Thus 
(3.2) c~R~Q g cG+,Q, cdRpN < Cd&& for all primes p E R. 
But Proposition 2.3 and duality of G yield cdRpQ + CdR 
4 
N = cdR,G = cdR,G = 
cdReQ + Cd&v, and this shows that the inequalities (3.i) are actually equalities. 
Therefore we may apply Theorem 3.7 to conclude that N and Q are duality groups 
over R. 
3.6. Remark. We term a group G a virtual duality gruup (ot- dimension n) if G con- 
tains a subgroup S of finite index which is a duality group of dimension U. In this 
case rz is equal to the virtual cohomology dimension of G over R (= vcd,G) in the 
obvious sense generalizing the notation of Serre [ 171, and the dualizing module of 
S is canonically isomorphic to Hn(G; RG). The results of the previous sections 
generalize readily to the virtual case. In particular Theorem 3.2 remains true when 
“cdRQ” is replaced by “vcdRQ” and “duality group” by “virtual duality group”. 
4. Groups which are almost of type (FP) 
Here we construct 2 families of groups A, and B,, 11 = 0, 1,2, . . . , which are, in a 
sense, “almost of type (FP)” (see Proposition 4.1). Either of these show that the as- -- 
sumption that IV be of type (FP) over R is indispensable in Theorem 3 2. 
4.1. Let Dn = (x1 ,yl > X (x,, y$ X l *- X (x, J~J be the direct product of rz free 
groups of rank 2. We define a D,-action on 2 different infinitely generated groups: 
on one hand let bb, be the free group on generators {a& k E Z and put Xi oak = 
Yi Oak = ak+l, and on the other hand let Q be the additive group of all rational num- 
bers 4 with denominator a power of some fixed integer d > 2 and put Xi 0 q = yi 0 9 = 
dq. Then consides the split extensions 
An =Fm 3 Dn, Bn=Q3Dn* 
Proposition 4.1. (a) There is an A.-projective resolution 0 -+ Pr,+l + Pn + .** -+ PO + Z 
which is finite& generated in dimension 0, 1,2, . . . ? n. Moreqver cdA, = hdA, = II + I 
and Hn+l(An; 2) is free-Abelian of countable infinite rank, so that Prl+l cannot be 
finitely genera ted. 
(b) mere is a B,-projective resolution 0 + Pn+2 + P,~+l + l ** + PO + Z which is 
finitelygenerated in dimension 0,1,2,...,n. MoreoverHn+I(Bn; 2)~ Qand Cd%,,= 
hdB, + 1 = n t 2, so that neither o~‘P,,~ or Pn+z can be fmitely generated. 
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Proof. (a) Using the criterion [4, Proposition 1.21, we first prove the existence of a 
projective resolution which is finitely generated indimensions <n. This is obvious 
for rz = 0 and n = 1; thus assume n > 2. Clearly A, is finitely generated. A, is (iso- 
morphic to) the split extension A,_ 1 3 (x,, JQ snd can be regarded as an HNN- 
group over A,_ 1 with stable letters xn, _I’~. Let 112 A,, denote an arbitrary direct 
product of copies of 2 A,. By induction Hk(A,_. 1; -) commutes with H for 
k=0,1,2 ,..., n - 2, thus the Mayer-Vietoris equence for HNN-groups [2] yields 
,Hk(AI, ; II Z A,) = 0 for k G n - 2 and an exact sequence 
2 
; H~_l(An-l; ~1 ZA,) 
(l-xfl, 1 -Yn) 
-- H,_l(A,_l ; I-i Z A,) + 
(4.1) 
-+H,&d,; :1ZA,)~+O. 
It remains to show that H,. I (An ; ll Z A,) = 0, this will follow if we can prove that 
the maps (1 - f) in (4.1) are isomorphisms for t = x,, and y,. 
Let (u, u) be a free group of rank 2 and take the split extension (u, u) 3 Dn_l 
with Dn_l -action Xi 0~ =yi 0~ = v-~uv~, Xi 0~ =yi 0~ = U. It is easily checked that 
the map cp : GA, v) 4 D,_, + A ny given bycp(u)=ao,cp(u)=t,cP(xi)=Xi,~O’i)=Yi 
is a homomorphism onto the subgroup generated by A,_, and t (which is of the 
form A,,_1 3 W). Moreover, ,o maps the normal closure of u isomorphically onto 
the normal subgroup Foe and induces the embeddingD,_l MD,, in the factor 
group, hence q is monomorphic. This shows that A,_, 3 (t) is of type (FP) and in 
particular that H (A k n_l 3 W; 11 Z A,) = 0 for k # 0. By the Mayer-Vietoris e- 
quence for A,_, 3 0) it thus follows that (1 - t): Hk(An_l ; KI 2 A,) + 
Hk(An_l ; II Z A,) is an isomorphism for all k. 
Clearly, cdd, < n + 1; thus it remains to show that H,t+l(An ;Z) is free-Abelian 
of countable infinite rank. For this consider the Mayer-Vietoris equence 
2 
$ 
1 
(l-$&Y,) 
Hn(An_l; Z) - 
The actions of x, and yn on A,_, coincide, hence the keinel of (1 -x0, 1 - y,) 
contains a copy of H,l(An_l ; 2). This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3 (a) 
by induction. 
(b) is strictly analogous to (a) and can be left to the reader. 
4.2. Notice that the groups A, and B,, are finitely presented for n 3 2. By [4, 
Theorem 2.51, the integral homology of a duality group is finitely generated, hence 
the groups A, and B,l are not duality groups. However, we have seen that A,# is a 
normal subgroup in the duality group A, 3 (t) s (u, u) 3 D, with infinite cyclic fac- 
tor group, and the same holds for Bn. This shows in a strong way that it is not possi- 
ble to replace the assumption that 1V be of type (FF) over R in Theorem 3.2 by 
weaker conditions, such as N be finitely generated orN be finitely presented, or 
“N admits a projective resolution p * 2 which is finitely generated indimensions 
< cdN”. 
4.3. Remarks. 1)p1~ is Stallin 
group with H4(Bt; 2) 
2) The following is a mof 
morphic to the subgroup of D, 
i=2,3 )..., M f I. 
tiee that B, is 8 finit 
roup&J&: A” is iso- 
ents X] 9 Xi,“] *$‘f_J’] * 
5. Applications in low dimensions 
According to (3, Section 5)) we have a group theoretic eharactetlaation for dual- 
ity groups of dimension 6 2. Thus it is not surprising that Theorem A has purely 
group theoretic onsequences. However, Stallings structure theorem for groups 
with infinitely many ends provides uch a powerful1 additional tool for low dimen- 
sional situations that we actually do not need to restrict ourselves to duality groups. 
In fact we obtain much stronger results by applying the nzethods of Section 3 rather 
than only the results. Therefore we write Section 5 to be independent of Sections 3 
and 4. 
5.1. Throughout Sect ox 5 and 6 R will denote an arbitrary commutative ring with 
unit; the trivial fact that H”(G; RG) is always R-free and Swan’s result [ 23, Corollary 
3.73, asserting that H*(G; RG) is R-free for all finitely generated groups G, will per- 
mit to deal with R instead of a p.i.d. 
Let 
be a short exact sequence 
spectra1 sequence 
of groups and consider the Lyndon- Hochschild- Serre 
(5-2) E&S = H’(Q; Hs(N; LcsR RG)) * Hr+S(G; LQP~ RG) , 
where L is a free R-module (L = R is almost always good enough). Then, by (the 
obvious light generalization of) Lemma 2.3, one has HS(N; L@R RG) = 
HS(N, RiV)o@R LaR RQ as RQ-modules for s = 0 and 1. As Hs(N; RN), is R-free 
for s = 0,l we conclude that 
(5.3) E’J r, H’(Q; RQ)@R Hs(N;RN)sR L , 
when r = 0 and s = 0,l. 0n the other hand, if iv is not finite then fFO = 0 for all r. 
Thus a corner argument in the spectra1 sequence (5.2) yields Hl(G; L@R RG) 2 
H”(Q; RQ) QDR H 1 (IV; RN) @R L, whence 
Proposition 5.1. Let G be Q group with HI (G; F) + 0 for some RG-free module F. 
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Then every j?nitely generated normal subgroup is either finite or of finite index 
in G. 
Corollary 5.2. Let G be a group with cdRG = 1. Then every Jinitely generated nor- 
mal subgroup is either finite or of finite index in G. 
5.2. Assume now that the normal subgroup N in (5.1) is finitely presented, and that 
both N and Q are finitely getterated and infinite. Then the isomorphisms (5.3) hold 
for r = 0, 1 and s = 0,l ,2. TM the spectral sequence (5.2) yields 
(5.4) H2(G; L@R RGp s H’(Q; RQ)aR H’(N;RN’)eR L , 
and we deduce the followir :g result: 
Theorem 5.3. Let G be afMtely generated group with H2(G; F) # Ofor some 
RG:fiee module F, and let N be a finitely presented infinite normal subgtoup in G. 
If Q = G/N is infinite then H ‘(N; RN’) # 0 and H ‘(9; RQ) # 0, i.e., both N and Q 
have more than one end. 
Applying Stallings’ structure theorem 
more than one end yields immediately 
to the finitely generated group Q with 
Corollary 5.4, Under the assumption oj‘ Theorem 5.3 C is an amakamated jkee 
product G = G 1 *s G2 or an HNN-group G = G 1 es, 9, such that S (and S(S)) con- 
tains N as a subgroup of finite index. 
Remark. Let G be as above, with H2(G; RG) E R. Then (5.4) with L = R shows 
that both N and Q have 2 ends and hence are infinite cyclic-by-finite; thus G con- 
tains the free-Abelian group of rank 2 as a subgroup of finite index. 
5.3. The 2-dimensional nalogue of Corollary 5.2 is the main result of the present 
Section 5. Notice that, in the torsion-free case, “CORN < 1” is equivalent to ‘N is 
free”, hence Theorem 5.5 establishes Theorem B in the introduction. 
Theorem 5.5. Let G be a ji’nitely generated group wiih cdRG = 2. Tkn every j;inite& 
presented normal subgroup N is either of cohsmalogy dinzension < 1 over R or oj’ 
finite index in G. 
Proof. Assume cd,N = 2. Then N is infinite and, by Corollary 2.6, Q = G/N contains 
no elements of infinite order. In particular Q is neither a non-trivial amalgamated 
product nor an HNN-group. By Stallings’ structure theorem [20, S.A.91, it follows 
that Q has at most one end. On the other hand IQ1 = 00 would imply, by Theorem 5.3, 
that Q has more than one end: thus Q is finite, as asserted. 
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5.4. One should emphasize that the normal subgroup I’4 in Theorem 5.3, and 
Theorem 5.5 actually need not assumed to be finitely presented. What we had to 
use in the proof is that N was a~rnost finitely present4 over R, i.e., that N had a 
[A”, K])Q R finitely 
itely presented roups are in fact finitely 
owever, is still an open question. 
On the other hand the normal subgroup A I = t-x, c x2 _I*] , _J*? _q ) in 
(x1 ,r,Q X Lx2,y2) (cf. Section 4.3) shows that the assumption “?V is (almost) 
finitely presented” in Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 54 cannot be substituted by the 
weaker condition that & be finitely generated. * 
5.5. Numerous results imilar to those of Sections 5.1- 5.3 can be obtained in di- 
mensions > 2 if one assumes appropriate finiteness conditions on A’ and Q together 
with vanishing of W$V; in lower dimensions. We leave it to the reader to de- 
duce the most general such statement. but we would like to mention the two special 
cases generalizing Corollary 5 2 and Theorem 5 S. 
Proposition 5.6. Let G be a group with cd,G = tt < - and iet N be a normal sub- 
group in G. Ij’N is a duality group oj’dintemion over R, then so is G sod Q = G/N 
is jinite. 
Proof. Let L be a free R-module with H”(G; LB~ RG) # 0 and consider the spectral 
sequence (5.2). By duality of N, Fs = 0 for all r and ail s < II and the isomorphism 
(5.3) does hold for r = 0, s = 11. It follows that Q is finite and hence G is a duality 
group by [ 1, Theorem 5.71. 
Theotm 5.7. Let G be a finite& generated group with cd, G = tt < 00. Let N be a 
normal subgrorcg of type (FP) over R in G with Hk(N; RN) = 0 Jbr k < tt - 2. {S 
G/N = Q is it@ti~e then cdR/v = cd, G -- 1 artd Q has more than mte ettd. 
hoof. bt L be a free R-module with H”(G; LsoR RG) # 0 and consider the spectral 
sequence (5 2). Fs = 0 for all r ami all s < 12 1 and the isomorphism (5 3) do hold 
for F = 0, I and s = tt -_ 1,~. Since Q is infinite E”J = 0 for all s hence 
H’l(G; lt.‘+ RG) z Hl(Q; RQ)+ H’~--l(N;l?.N@, L # 0. It follows that Q has 
more than one end, hence Q is not periodic. By Corollary 2.6 this implies cdRN = 
hdRN < hd,G C cd,G. Since N is of type (FP) at least one of the groups 
H”(N; NV) is non-trivial, hence cdN = 12 -- 1. 
6. Centres 
6.1. We apply the results of Section 5.5 to prove a conjecture of Gruenberg [8] 
* I am grateful to Charles F. Miller, III, for drawing this example to my attention. 
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on the centre of groups with finite cohomological dimension. 
If G is a group then r(G) will denote the centre of G. For simplicity we deal 
with the torsion-free case only: throughout the remainder of the paper “cohomol- 
ogy dimension” will always refer to “cohomology dimension over 2” and we 
shall write cdG for cd,G. 
Theorerrl6.1. For every non-Abelian group G of finite cohomology dimension, 
cd c(G) C cdG. 
Proof. Assume that cd c(G) == cdG = n and choose a finitely generated central sub- 
group N in G of maximum r;l.nk. Then G/N is periodic, for torsion-free elements 
would gjive rise to subgroup: of the form 2 X f(G) in G, but cd (Z X c(G)) = n f 1. 
N is free-Abelian of rank > I - 1, hence of type (FP) and a Poincare duality group; 
in particular Hk(N; ZN) = f d for k < n - 2. Applying Theorem 5.7 to finitely gener- 
ated subgroups of G containing N we conclude that G/N is locally finite. 
Now consider the exact sequence 
H2(G/N;Z+N-+HI(G;Z) 
which is part of the S-term szquence for the central extension N w G + G/N 
(cf. [19] or 1201). H2(-: Z) commutes with direct limits, hence H2(G/N; Z) is 
periodic and 6 is the zero map. As H, (G; Z) s G/ [G, G] , this implies 
N n [G, G] = 1, hence [G, G] \( G/N, but since G is torsion-free, we conclude 
[G,G] = 1. 
Corollary 6.2. me center of every non-Abelian group of cohomology dimension 
< 2 is cyclic. 
6.2. Here we discuss the case cd c(G) = cdG - 1 in more detail. 
Theorem 6.2. Let G be a group of type (FP) with cdG = n and c(G) free-Abelian of 
rank n - 1. Then G is a treed HNN-group over a finite tree with all edges and all ver- 
tices ‘y c(G). 
This is a consequence of the following more general result: 
Theorem 6.3. Let G be a group of type (FP) with cdG = n, and let N 9 G be a nor- 
mal subgroup which is a duality group of dimension n - 1. If the dualizing module 
of K, C = Hn- 1 (N; ZN) is free-Abe&m, th.qn G is a treed HNN-group over a finite 
tree with all vertices and edges containing N as a subgroup of finite index. 
Proof. The assertion follows if we can prove that G/N is a treed HNN-group over a 
finite tree with finite vertices. irst we claim that G/N is accessible, i.e., that it ad- 
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mits a finite decomposition, in terms of free products with finite amalgamations 
and HNN-constructions with finite associated subgroups, into factors which are in- 
decomposable in this sense. By Proposition 3.3 G/N is of type (FP). Therefore by 
the result of Bamford and Dunwoody [6] it is sufficient to prove that 
@(G/N; Z(G/N)) is finitely generated as a G/N-module. Now, as Hk(N; ZG) = 0 
for k # n - 1, the L.H.S.-spectral sequence yields an isomorphism of G-modules 
Hn(G;ZGd) --H’(CIN;H”-‘(N;ZG”)), 
--H’(G/N; CBNZG'), 
=H’(G/N; Ci Z(G/N')') , 
-CL H’(G/N;Z(G/h#), 
where the G-action is g;ven as indicated by the arrows 4. Sirxe G is of type (FP) 
with cdG = n, Hn(G; ZG) is a quotient of a finitely generated projective module 
and hence is itself finitely generated over ZG. By Lemma 6.4 below it follows that 
H l(G/N; Z(G/w) is finitely generated over Z(G/N). 
Let K/N be one of the indecomposable factors of G/N. Then the number of ends 
of ,“lN is < 1 and hence, by Theorem 5.7, K/N must be finite. Since G/N is accessi- 
ble, we conclude that G/N is a treed HNN-group over a finite tree with finite ver- 
tices and the theorem is proved. 
It remains to show that the following elementary lemma holds. 
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a group, C and D G-modules, and assume that the underlying 
Abelian group of C is free. If the (diagonal) G-module C 8 D is finitely generated, 
then so is D. 
Proof. C @ D is generated by a finite number of elements of the form’eii = ci @ dj , 
1 < i &r, 1 <i < s. Let D, be the submodule of D generated by dl , d,, . . . , cis. The 
embedding i: D, + D induces an epimorphism i, : C @D, * C @D, hence 
C @ (D/Do) = 0. Since C is Z-free this implies D = D,. 
Corollary 6.5. Let G be an (almost) finitely presented grou.0 of cohomology dimen- 
sion 2. If G contains a non-trivial finitely generated free normal subgroup, then G is 
a treed HNN-group over a finite tree where all edges and vertices contain N as a sub- 
group of finite index (in particular G is actually finitely presented !). 
6.3. We conclude with a list of some consequences of Theorem 6.2. Notice that our 
results apply, in particular, to all (torsion-free) one relator groups G with non-trivial 
centre and hence generalize some of Pietrowski’s results [ 151. 
Corollary 6.6. Let G be as in ‘Theorem 6.2. Then 
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(i) every finitely generated subgroup of C is finitely presented and of @pe (FP), 
(ii) [G, G] n S(G) = 1, 
(iii) [G, G] is afreegrmp, 
(iv) G is local& indicable. 
Proof. (i) Let K be a finitely generated subgroup of G and let N = c(G). Then 
K/V/N = K/K n Iv is a finitely generated subgroup of G/N and hence itself a tr6ed 
HNN-group over a finite tree with finite vertices, thus K/K n N is finitely presented 
and of type (FP). As K f3 N.is free-Abelian of finite rank the assertion follows by 
Proposition 3.3. 
(ii) The structure of G/N shows that cdQ(G/N) < 1.h particular 
0 = H2(G/N; Q) 2 H,(G/N; .!) @ &, hence &(G/N; Z) is periodic (even finite). It 
follows that the map S in (6 .I ) is trivial, whence [G, G] n N = 1. 
(iii) By (ii) G contains tb e direct product [G, G] X N, hence cd([G, G] X N) \< II. 
Since N is free-Abelian of f nite rank, Proposition 2.5 applies, whence cd [G, G] 6 1. 
By the Stallings-Swan result 1231 this implies that [G, G] is free. 
(iv) Let K be a finitely Lrenerated subgroup in G. Then, by (i), (iii) applies for KN, 
whence [K, K ] = [KN, K/VI is free. If K/ [K, K] is finite then, by Serre’s theorem 
[ 17, Thiorkme 11, K itself is free; but this is impossible unless K = 1. 
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